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The infant growth calculator android mobile application is a convenient application 

for parents with infant babies to check baby’s growth rate. The application allows 

the user to calculate baby’s weight gain rate, height increase rate and head circum-

ference increase rate for boys and girls from birth up to one year separately and 

compares the result with world health organization (WHO) growth rate percentile 

standard charts /1/.  

The application was built based on world health organization child growth percen-

tile standards of tables and charts for both boys and girls from birth up to 12 months. 

The tables were used to generate the application’s calculation formula and to draw 

charts for world health organization standard percentiles and the calculation result.  

The calculator receives birth weight, current weight, birth height, current height, 

birth head circumference, current head circumference, gender and age from the user 

and calculates the percentile growth rate. It displays the result in the form of text 

and generates a graph for world health organization standard charts with the result 

for comparison purpose. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of infant growth calculator came in to my mind when I found out that I 

was going to have my second child which reminded me how stressed and worried 

I was during my first child’s regular check-ups ,because that’s where I used to know 

his growth rate, so I searched for child growth rate calculator application in play 

store but I couldn’t find that kind of application during that time. That is when I 

decided to develop the application myself. 

Infant growth calculator is an android mobile application which calculates the 

growth rate of infant babies aged from birth up to one year using world health or-

ganization (WHO) standards. The motivation to develop this application is to help 

parents with infant babies who usually worry wondering how well the baby is grow-

ing. As a parent myself and  many other  parents wonder if the growth rate of their 

infant baby is normal or not and have to stay in that stressful situation until the 

baby´s checkup time at the child’s health care unit. By the time this project was 

started there was no such mobile application which could help parents to calculate 

baby´s growth rate easily and instantly. There for the need for developing infant 

growth calculator mobile application was very essential and helpful for users to find 

out instantly what their infant baby´s growth rate is.  

The objective of this project is to help parents who wonder and are concerned about 

their infant baby’s growth rate by providing a simple application which can calcu-

late baby’s growth rate percentiles of weight gain, height increase, head circumfer-

ence increases and compares the result with world health organization growth rate 

standard percentile charts. /1/ 

The application receives information from the user and calculates most accurate 

weight per age gain rate, height per age increase rate and head circumference per 

age increase rate percentiles for both boy´s and girl´s aged from birth up to 12 

months old separately. It generates graphs for world health organization child 
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growth rate standard weight per age, height per age and head circumference per age 

charts separately so that users can see where the calculated growth rate lies in the 

standard chart.          

The application has separate user interfaces for weight gain rate calculation, height 

increase rate calculation, head circumference increases rate calculation and the re-

sult. It also has the “Main menu” user interface where users choose what to calcu-

late. Each calculation´s user interface has a form to fill information on baby´s gen-

der, age, birthweight, current-weight or birth-height, current-height or birth-head 

circumference and current-head circumference on each relevant screen.  

 Formulas are used to make each calculation. The formulas are derived from the 

world health organization growth rate percentile standard tables of weight-for-age, 

height-for-age and head circumference-for-age. /2,3,4,5,6,7/ 

It uses the user input information to choose a relevant standard table from the data-

base, uses the standard values , the  given values in the relevant formula and   makes 

the calculation. The result displays in the form of text and graph on a different 

screen. The graph has weight on the y-axis, age in months on x-axis, a legend and 

a title that describes which WHO growth rate standard chart is displayed. 
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2. RELEVANT TECHNOLOGIES     

The relevant technologies used for the development of this application are well 

known and quite widely used by most mobile application developers. Relevant 

technologies used in this project are explained here. 

 

2.1   Android Studio 

Android studio is the integration development environment (IDE) for developing 

android applications. It lies it’s base on IntelliJ IDEA for code editor and developer 

tools. Android studio version 3.3 is used to develop this project which has many 

features including: 

• Flexible build system based on Gradle which allows a single project to generate 

different build forms for different devices by customizing the build. /14/ 

• Fast emulator. 

• A unified environment for developing application for all android devices. 

• push changes by instant run on the running app without the need to build a new 

android package (APK). 

• GitHub integration to import sample code /15/ 

Android studio displays a project file in android project view by default as shown 

in figure 1. It contains the application module and the build files module where all 

top-level build files are found under the Gradel Scripts while manifest, java and res 

folders are found in app module. Manifest folder contains AndroidManifest.xml 

file, java folder contains java source code files and res folder contains xml layouts, 

UI strings, bitmap images and all non-code resources. /15/ 
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‘.  

Figure 1. Project files in android view 

 

Android studio main window is shown in figure 2 which contains: 

- Tool Bar for running the app and launching android tools. 

- Navigation bar to navigate through the project and open files for editing. 

- Editor-window to create and modify code. 

- Tool window bar to expand and collapse individual tool window. 

- Tool window to access specific tasks such as search, version control and project 

management. 

- Status bar to display the status of the IDE and the project. /15/ 
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Figure 2. Android studio main window. 

 

Android studio has basic, smart and statement code completion types. Basic code 

completion displays basic suggestions for expressions, methods, variables and 

types while smart completion type displays relevant options based on the context. 

Android studio completes a statement by adding missing parenthesis, brackets, 

braces etc. Table 1 shows code completion keyboard short cuts for each type. /15/ 
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Table 1. Android studio keyboard shortcuts for code completion. 

Type Windows and Linux Mac 

Basic  Control + Space Control + Space 

Smart Control + Shift + Space Control + Shift +Space 

Statement Control + Shift +Enter Control + Command + Enter 

 

 

Android studio includes android software development kit (SDK) which contains 

SDK platform for android platform packages and sources related to the application 

programming interfaces (API) and SDK tools which includes developer tools like 

build tools, debugging tools and image tools. For this project the minimum SDK 

version is 16, target SDK version is 28 and compile SDK version is 28. Android 

4.1 is the target for the minimum API 16 which enables the app to run on 99.6% 

devices available and android 9.0 is the target for API  28 which is the latest one 

currently. Android user guide was very helpful to understand these technologies. 

/13/  

 

2.2   Android Emulator 

The SDK tool includes Android emulator which is used to test and monitor the app 

on a personal computer. Nexus 4 API 27 target android 8, nexus one API 22 target 

android 5.1, nexus S API  28 target android 9.0 and nexus 6 API  24 target android 

7.0 virtual devices are used for testing. /13/ 
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2.3   Java development kit (JDK) 

Java development kit (JDK) is a software development environment for java ap-

plications. It is java-based software developing tools package that includes java 

runtime environment (JRE), java and other java tools needed for developing the 

application. JRE is a java code running tools package. /17/ 

The codding language in android studio is java which is one of the most popular 

programming languages that works on different platforms. Java is a secure, fast 

and powerful open-source programming language which has tens of millions com-

munity support. /16/ 

 

2.4   Android graph view 

Android graph view plotting library is an open source library used for plotting 

graphs in the application. It is used to plot the world health organization growth rate 

standard charts. Line graphs, point graphs and bar graphs are the supported graph 

types and it has lots of other features such as combining different graph types, 

scrolling vertical and horizontal, real-time graph for live data change, drawing mul-

tiple series of data on a single graph , custom label for the x- and y- axis, showing 

legends, view port limitation for displaying part of the data and manual y-axis lim-

its. To draw a graph using this library the gradel dependency shown in code snippet 

1 must be added. /11/ 

 

Implementation ‘com.jjoe64:graphview:4.2.2’ 

Code Snippet 1. Gradel dependency for android graph view. 
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The next step is adding the view to the layout (code snippet 2). /11/ 

<com.jjoe64.graphview.GraphView 
    android:id="@+id/graph" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="200dip" /> 

Code Snippet 2. View for graph view lay out 

 

Finally, datapoints are added to the graph, code snippet 3 shows an example of how 

the data points are added to a line graph. 

 

GraphView   g = (GraphView) findViewById(R.Id.graph1); 

LineGraphSeries<DataPoint> series1 = new LineGraphSeries<Datapoint>( 

new Datapoint [] { 

new Datapoint[1,3] 

new Datapoint [2,5] 

new Datapoint [3,7] 

new DataPoint [5,11]}); 
g.addSeries(series1); 

Code Snippet 3. Example of adding the datapoints. 

 

 2.5   Android SQLiteAssetHelper 

Android SQLiteAssetHelper is an open source library found in GitHub which is 

used to copy a pre-populated existing SQLite database tables from the database 

browser into the application. It is a database creation and version management an-

droid helper class using the application’s raw asset files. /12/ 
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It is implemented as an extension to SQLiteOpenHelper putting appropriately 

named file assets in the project’s “assets” directory. The initial SQLite database 

files will be included for creation and upgrading /12/ 

 

public class DatabaseOpenHelper extends SQLiteAssetHelper { 
    private static final String DATABASE_NAME = "Whostandards.db"; 
    private static final int DATABASE_VERSION = 1; 
    public DatabaseOpenHelper(Context context) { 
        super(context, DATABASE_NAME, null, 1); 
    } 
} 

code snippet 4. SQLiteAssetHelper implementation 

 

 It has a gradel system dependency (code snippet 4) which needs to be added in 

“build.gradel” file. Android SQLite asset helper depends on asset file and folder 

naming convention. The project’s “assets” folder is under the project root contain-

ing a “database” folder inside it. The application’s SQLite database is inside the 

database folder. /12/ 

implementation 'com.readystatesoftware.sqliteasset:sqliteassethelper:2.0.1' 

Code Snippet 5. Android SQLiteAssetHelper gradel dependency. 

 

2.6    DB Browser for SQLite (DB4S) 

Database browser for SQLite is an open source tool to create, design and edit data-

base files compatible with SQLite /18/.  It uses a familiar spread sheet like interface 

(figure 3) for users and developers who want to create, edit and search databases. 

/18/ 
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Figure 3. DB4S interface. 

 

 

Controls and wizards are available to do many activities such as  create and compact 

database files, to create, define, modify and delete database tables, to create ,define 

and delete indexes, to brows ,edit, add and delete records, issue SQL queries and 

inspect the result and plot simple graph based on table or query data. /18/ 
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3.  APPLICATION DESCRIPTION 

Infant growth calculator android mobile application is a simple, user friendly and 

accurate infant baby’s growth rate calculator. It is designed in such a way that users 

can navigate through the different screens easily, can make the calculation easily 

and gets the result in a simple and most familiar way. The layouts of the application 

are built with android studio layout editor by dragging user interface elements into 

a visual design editor /19/. Java is used to write the application code while SQLite 

database is created to put a prepopulated WHO standard tables in DB4S. Android 

SQLiteAssetHelper library is used to copy the prepopulated database tables from 

DB4S into the application database folder. The result is displayed in a graph using 

android graph view. 

The main objectives of the application are to calculate weight-for-age, height-for-

age and head circumference-for-age growth rate percentiles and plot WHO child 

growth standard charts to display the result. There are also technological and quality 

objectives that include device compatibility, application availability to the devices, 

user interface and graphical qualities, stability, performance and visual quality. /13/ 

Below is the general concept of the application in block diagram (figure 4). The 

diagram shows that the application receives a user input information, use the infor-

mation to choose WHO standard table from the database, validate data, send data 

to the formula, make the calculation and display the result. 
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Figure 4. Application concept 
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The Infant Growth Calculator android mobile app has the following main con-

straints: 

• Platform constraint:  the application works only on the android platform device, 

it doesn´t work on iPhone or windows phones. /13/ 

• Device constraint:  the application is designed only for mobile phones it may 

not function normally on tablets or other devices. /13/ 

• Screen size variability constraint. 

• Performance constraint. 

 

3.1.   Requirements  

The requirements of this project are classified in to three categories based on their 

degree of priority. These categories are “Must have”, “Should have” and “Could 

have” requirements (Table 2). The requirements under “Must have” category are 

the most important ones which the application must fulfill and cannot function with-

out them. Requirements under “Should have” category are good to have in the ap-

plication and they are already included in the app, but they don’t affect the func-

tionality of the application if they are not included. Requirements under the last 

category are the least important but it could have been nice to have them. 
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Table 2. Requirements and priorities. 

                 Application requirements           Priorities 

− weight gain rate calculation 

− Height increase rate calculation 

− Head circumference increase rate calculation 

− Age and Gender selection user input field 

− Birth and current weight user input field 

− Birth and current height user input field 

− Birth and current head user input field 

− Display result in the form of text 

−  plot graph for the result and WHO standards 

− Pop-up message on unfilled user inputs 

− Device compatibility 

− Stability, Availability and Visual quality 

− Support both land scape and portrait orientations 

− Good performance 

− Feedback on the calculated result 

− Options for different measurement units 

− User guide Information 

− Must have 

− Must have 

− Must have 

− Must have 

− Must have 

− Must have 

− Must have 

− Must have 

− Must have 

− Should have 

− Should have 

− Should have 

− Should have 

− Should have 

− Could have 

− Could have 

− Could have 
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3.2   Use case diagram  

The use case diagram in Figure 5 shows the basic functions of the application that 

are performed by a user. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Use case diagram. 

 

Table 3 shows the detail specification of the app’s functionality. The table shows 

the input each function use, its description, the error message and the result it dis-

plays. 
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Table 3.  Functional Specification  

Case Input Description Error Result 

Weight gain rate Gender, 

birth-

weight, 

current-

weight, age 

The user fills 

gender, birth-

weight  in kg, 

current weight in 

kg, age in weeks 

or months and 

click the calculate 

button. 

Invalid 

or 

empty 

inputs. 

Display the calcu-

lated weight-for 

age percentile in 

the form of text, 

generate graph for 

the result and 

WHO weight-for-

age standard chart. 

Height increase rate Gender, 

birth-

height, cur-

rent-height, 

age 

The user fills 

gender, birth-

height in cm, cur-

rent-height in cm 

inputs and click 

the calculate but-

ton. 

Invalid 

or 

empty 

inputs. 

Display the calcu-

lated height-for-

age percentile in 

the form of text, 

generate graph for 

the result and 

WHO height-for-

age standard chart. 

Head Circum. 

increase rate 

Gender, 

birth-head 

circumfer-

ence, cur-

rent-head 

circumfer-

ence and 

age 

The user fills 

gender, birth-

head circumfer-

ence in cm, cur-

rent-head circum-

ference in cm, 

age in weeks or 

months and click 

the calculate but-

ton. 

Invalid 

or 

empty 

inputs 

Display the calcu-

lated head circum-

ference-for-age 

percentile in the 

form of text, gen-

erate graph for the 

result and WHO 

head circumfer-

ence-for-age 

standard chart. 

 

 

 

3.3   Class Diagram   

Class diagram shows the structure of the classes, their attributes, operations(meth-

ods), and the relationships among objects in the application. In the diagrams a class 

is shown as a 3-partition rectangle containing the class name at the top of the rec-

tangle, its attributes with their type at the middle and list of operations at the bottom. 
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There are four packages in this project. These are “weight”, “height”, “head” and 

“data” packages. The class diagram and class description table of each package are 

shown below. 

 

3.3.1   Package weight 

This package has 3 main classes that are responsible for making weight gain rate 

calculation. Each class and its descriptions are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Descriptions of classes in package weight. 

Class name Description 

            

WeightActivity 

Contains methods which are responsible for carrying out the 

weight-per-age percentiles calculations for boys and girls age 

given in months or weeks. 

Plots the graph for WHO weight-for-age standard charts for 

boys and girls using the methods found in WeightChart and 

WeightPercentile classes. 

    

WeightChart Contains methods which are responsible for fetching weight-

per-age standard charts datapoints from the WHO standard ta-

bles in the database using queries.   

                

WeightPercentile 

Contains methods which are responsible for fetching weigh-

for-age standard percentile values from the WHO standard ta-

bles in the database using queries. 

 

The class diagram for classes in package weight (Figure 6) includes the three clas-

ses along with their attributes, attribute types, methods and relationships. The dia-

gram shows the class name at the top, attributes and attribute types at the middle 

and methods at the bottom of the rectangle class annotation. It shows  “WeightAc-

tivity” class has a dependency relationship with “WeightChart” and “WeightPer-

centile” classes. 
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Figure 6. Class diagram for the classes in package weight. 

 

3.3.2   Package height 

This package also has 3 main classes that are responsible for making height increase 

rate calculation. Each class and its descriptions are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Descriptions of classes in package height. 

Class name Description 

              

HeightActivity 

Contains methods which are responsible for carrying out the 

height-per-age percentiles calculation for boys and girls age 

given in months or weeks. 

Plots the graph for WHO height-for-age standard charts for boys 

and girls using the methods found in HeightChart and 

HeightPercentile classes. 

    

HeightChart Contains methods which are responsible for fetching height-per-

age standard charts datapoints from the WHO standard tables in 

the database using queries.   

               

HeightPercentile 

Contains methods which are responsible for fetching height-for-

age standard percentile values from the WHO standard tables in 

the database using queries. 

 

 

The class diagram for classes in package height (Figure 7) includes the three classes 

along with their attributes, attribute types, methods and relationships. The diagram 

shows the class name at the top, attributes and attribute types at the middle and 

methods at the bottom of the rectangle class annotation. It shows  HeightActivity 

class has a dependency relationship with HeightChart and HeightPercentile classes. 
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Figure 7. Class diagram for the classes in package height. 
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3.3.3   Package head 

This package also has 3 main classes that are responsible for making head circum-

ference increase rate calculation. Each class and its descriptions are shown in Table 

6. 

 

 

Table 6. Descriptions of classes in package head. 

Class name Description 

HeadActivity Contains methods which are responsible for carrying out the head cir-

cumference-per-age percentiles calculation for boys and girls age given 

in months or weeks. 

Plots the graph for WHO head circumference-for-age standard charts 

for boys and girls using the methods found in HeadChart and HeadPer-

centile classes. 

    

HeadChart Contains methods which are responsible for fetching height-per-age 

standard charts datapoints from the WHO standard tables in the data-

base using queries.   

HeadPercentile Contains methods which are responsible for fetching head-for-age 

standard percentile values from the WHO standard tables in the data-

base using queries. 

 

 

The class diagram for classes in package head (Figure 8) includes the three classes 

along with their attributes, attribute types, methods and relationships. The diagram 

shows the class name at the top, attributes and attribute types at the middle and 

methods at the bottom of the rectangle class annotation. It shows  “HeadActivity “ 

class has a dependency relationship with HeadChart and HeadPercentile classes. 
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Figure 8. Class diagram for the classes in package head. 
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3.3.4   Package data 

This package also has 2 classes that are responsible for the SQLite database access. 

Each class and its descriptions are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Descriptions of classes in package data. 

Class name Descriptions 

DatabaseAccess Contains methods which are responsible to return a single in-

stance of a database, opening and closing the database connec-

tion. 

DatabaseOpenHelper Extends SQLiteAssetHelper. It contains a method which is re-

sponsible for database creation and version management. 

 

 

The class diagram for classes in package data (Figure 9) includes the two classes 

along with their attributes, attribute types, methods and relationships. The diagram 

shows the class name at the top, attributes and attribute types at the middle and 

methods at the bottom of the rectangle class annotation. It shows  DatabaseAccess 

class has a dependency relationship with “DtatabaseOpenHelper” class. 
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Figure 9. Class diagram for the classes in package data. 

 

3.4   Sequence Diagram   

There are three sequence diagrams in this report. These diagrams show the interac-

tion between the user and the application and between objects in the application. 

The weight gain rate calculation sequence diagram (Figure 10) shows the sequence 

of the interaction between the user, the application and objects in the application 

for the calculation of weight gain rate. The user opens the application on android 

phone, starts interacting with the application by clicking the starting button, then 

the application displays the main menu to the user, then the user chooses what kind 

of calculation to be made, the application then displays the weight gain rate calcu-

lator screen where the user fills user input information. If user fills wrong infor-

mation or miss the necessary information then the app sends back a pop-up mes-

sage, if not then the application matches the given information to the standard tables 

in the database, validate the info and return the matched standard values back to the 

weight gain rate calculator. Finally, the weight gain calculator makes the calcula-

tion and display the weight gain rate result to the user. 
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Figure 10. weight gain rate sequence diagram. 

 

Height increase rate  calculation sequence diagram (Figure 11) shows the sequence 

when the user opens the application on android phone, starts interacting with the 

application  by clicking the starting button ,then the application displays the main 

menu to the user, , user chooses height increase rate calculation to be made , the 

application then displays the height increase  rate calculator screen where the user 

fills user input information. If user fills wrong information or miss the necessary 

information then the app sends back a pop-up message, if not then the application 

matches the given information to the standard tables in the database, validate the 

info and return the matched standard values back to the height increase rate calcu-

lator. Finally, the height increase rate calculator makes the calculation and return 

the height increase rate result to the user. 
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Figure 11. Height increase rate calculation sequence diagram. 

 

In head circumference increase rate calculation sequence diagram (Figure 12), the 

user opens the application on android phone, starts interacting with the application  

by clicking the starting button ,then the application displays the main menu to the 

user, , user chooses head circumference increase rate calculation to be made , the 

application then displays the head circumference increase  rate calculator screen 

where the user fills user input information. If user fills wrong information or miss 

the necessary information then the app sends back a pop-up message, if not then 

the application matches the given information to the standard tables in the database, 

validate the info and return the matched standard values back to the head circum-

ference increase rate calculator. Finally, the calculator makes the calculation, draws 

the chart and return the head circumference increase rate result to the user. 
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Figure 12. Head circumference increase rate sequence diagram. 

 

 

3.5   Component Diagram 

The organization of the physical components in the application and their relation-

ships are shown in the components diagram (Figure 13). These components are the 

packages and java files that are used to make the functionality of the application. 

The infant growth calculator app and the main menu components are the main user 

interface components and they are linked with one another. The main menu is also 

linked with the weight, height and head packages. Each of the weight, height and 

head components has java file components that are used to make the functionality 

of each component and are linked with the database package.  
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Weight component is responsible for the calculation of weight gain rate percentile 

using the weight chart, weight activity and weight percentile java files. Weight ac-

tivity java is dependent on the weight chart and weight percentile java files and 

weight chart and weight percentile java files are dependent on the database access 

java file. 

Height component is responsible for the calculation of height increase rate percen-

tile using the height chart, height activity and height percentile java files. Height 

activity java is dependent on the height chart and height percentile java files. Height 

chart and height percentile java files are dependent on the database access java file. 

Head component is responsible for the calculation of head increase rate percentile 

using the head chart, height activity and head percentile java files. Head activity 

java is dependent on the head chart and height percentile java files. Head chart and 

height percentile java files are dependent on the database access java file. 

Database component is responsible for the connection of the SQLite database using 

the SQLite open helper and database access java files. Database access java file is 

dependent on the SQLite open helper java file for its functionality.  
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Figure 13. Component diagram. 
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3.6   Architectural diagram 

The Architectural diagram (Figure 14) is made based on the three-layer structure of 

the application and the layers are classified based on their functionalities. User in-

terface layer, logic layer and data layer are the three layers. User interface layer 

displays data and users interact with the application using the activities in the ap-

plication.  The logic layer contains all the application logic that are used to make 

the growth rate calculation. It contains classes which have methods used for writing 

queries to get data from the database, use the data in the formulas, make the calcu-

lation and send the result to the user interface layer. The Data layer manages the 

local data in SQLite database. It contains classes which are responsible for making 

a connection between the database and the logic layer.  
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Figure 14. Architectural Diagram 
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4. DESIGN 

Design is the crucial part of an application development. In this project the design 

has two parts, database design and the user interface design. 

 

4.1.   Database design 

The database is designed in such a way that the application doesn’t store user input 

data in the database. It only contains pre-populated world health organization stand-

ard tables and stores them in the internal storage. Android SQLite Asset Helper, an 

open source library found in GitHub /12/ is used to copy a pre-populated existing 

SQLite database tables from the database browser into the application. 

The database design (Figure 15) is made for  12 tables of world health organization 

child growth rate standards. The tables in the database don’t have relationships with 

each other as each table has its own specific prepopulated standard values for the 

application to use. Each table has 7 columns (Figure 16). These columns are, col-

umn age type integer, column p1st type numeric, column p3rd type numeric, col-

umn p15 type numeric, column p50th type numeric, column p85th type numeric 

and column p97th type numeric. The contents of the tables are explained as follow:  

• Table “Boysweightmonths” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% weight-for- 

age child growth standard table boy’s percentiles from birth to 12 months. val-

ues in each row show the standard weight in kilogram. /2/ 

• Table “Boysweightweeks” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% weight-for-

age child growth standard table boys’ percentiles from birth to 13 weeks. The 

values in each column shows the standard weight in kilogram. /2/ 

• Table “Girlsweightmonths” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% weight-for-

age child growth standard table girls’ percentiles from birth to 12 months. The 

values in each column show the standard weight in kilogram. /3/ 
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• Table “Girlsweightweeks” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% weight-for-

age child growth standard table girls’ percentiles from birth to 13 weeks. The 

values in each column show the standard weight in kilogram. /3/ 

• Table “Hightmonthsboys” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% height-for-

age child growth standard table boys’ percentiles from birth to 12 months. The 

values in each column show the standard height in centimetre. /5/ 

• Table “Hightweeksboy” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% height-for-age 

child growth standard tables boys’ percentiles from birth to 13 weeks. The val-

ues in each column show the standard height in centimetre. /5/ 

• Table “Hightmonthsgirl” table has 1%, 3%, 15% ,50% ,85%, 97% height per 

age child growth standard percentiles for girls from birth to 12 months. The 

values in each column shows standard height in centimetre. /4/ 

• Table “Hightweeksgirls” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% height-for-age 

child growth standard table girls’ percentiles from birth to 13 weeks. The values 

in each column show the standard height in centimetre. /4/ 

• Table “Headboysmonths” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% head circum-

ference per age child growth standard percentiles for boys from birth to 12 

months. The values in each column shows standard head circumference in cen-

timetre. /6/ 

• Table “Headboysweeks” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% head circumfer-

ence-for-age child growth standard table boys’ percentiles from birth to 13 

weeks. The values in each column shows standard head circumference in cen-

timetre. /6/ 

• Table “Headgirlsmonths” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% head circum-

ference-for-age child growth standard table girls’ percentiles from birth to 12 

months. The values in each column shows standard head circumference in cen-

timetre. /7/ 

• Table “Headgirlsweeks” table has 1%,3%,15%,50%,85%,97% head circumfer-

ence-for-age child growth standard table girls’ percentiles from birth to 13 
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weeks. The values in each column shows standard head circumference in cen-

timetre. /7/ 

 

Figure 15. Database tables schema. 

 

Each table in the database has 1%, 3%, 15%, 50%,85%, and 97% standard percen-

tile values of weight-for-age or  height-for-age or head circumference-for age. Age 

is given in weeks or months for boys and girls and each category has its own WHO 

standard table separately /1/. 
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Figure 16. Example of database table. 

 

4.2.   User interface design 

The layouts for different parts of user interface (UI) were built on the layout editor 

by drugging user interface elements into a visual design editor. /19/ There are six 

different parts of UI in this application. Below is their description of the design.  

Starting screen UI (Figure 17) is the first screen the user gets when the application 

loads on the android phone. It has a text, a picture and a button. The layout design 

is built on relative layout view group under which there are child views (text view, 

Image view and button) positioned relative to the parent and each other specified 

by id. 
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Figure 17. Starting screen layout design 

 

Main menu UI (Figure 18) is the second screen where a user chooses what they 

want to calculate. It shows “choose one of this” text, a radio group of three radio 

buttons weight gain, Height increase and head circumference, a background Image 

and a “go” button. The layout design is built on a constraint layout view group 

under which there are text view, button and radio group (specified by Id) positioned 

in relative to one another. 
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Figure 18. Main menu screen layout design. 

 

Weight gain rate calculator UI (Figure 19)  contains  “weight gain rate” text, a 

“gender” text, a radio group of two radio buttons male and female, “birth weight” 

text, a decimal number input text field, ”current weight” text, a decimal number 

input text field, “age” text, a second radio group of 2 radio buttons “weeks” and 

“months”, an integer number input text field and   a “calculate” button. The layout 

design is built on a constraint layout view group under which there are 5 text views, 

a button, 2 radio groups and 3 edit text views positioned in relative to one another. 
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Figure 19. Weight gain rate screen layout design. 

 

Height increase rate calculator UI (Figure 20) contains “height increase rate” text, 

a “gender” text, a radio group of two radio buttons male and female, “birth height” 

text, a decimal number input text field, ”current height” text, a decimal number 

input text field, “age” text, a second radio group of 2 radio buttons “weeks” and 

“months”, an integer number input text field and   a “calculate” button. The layout 

design is built on a constraint layout view group under which there are 5 text views, 

a button, 2 radio groups and 3 edit text views positioned in relative to one another. 
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Figure 20. Height increase rate screen layout design. 

 

Head circumference rate calculation UI (Figure 21) contains “head circumference 

increase rate” text, a “gender” , a radio group of two radio buttons male and female, 

“birth head circumference” text, a decimal number input text field, ”current head 

circumference” text, a decimal number input text field, “age” text, a second radio 

group of 2 radio buttons “weeks” and “months”, an integer number input text field 

and   a “calculate” button. The layout design is built on a constraint layout view 

group under which there are 5 text views, a button, 2 radio groups and 3 edit text 

views positioned in relative to one another. 
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Figure 21. Head circumference increase rate screen layout design 

 

Result UI (Figure 22) contains the result in text like “growth rate is” and a graph of 

world health organization child growth chart of 3%, 15%, 50%,85% and 97% 

growth standards plus the calculated growth rate result. The graph has a title, a leg-

end, age on the x axis and weight or height or head circumference on the y axis. 

The layout design is built on a constraint layout view group under which there is a 

text view and a graph view. 
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Figure 22. Result screen layout design. 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation has two important parts, the frontend part and backend part. 

Implementation of the front-end part is shown using an example code snippet of the 

xml lay out of the different UI elements of a screen and its implementation in the 

activity’s java code. The back-end part shows how the application was implemented 

through activities and classes using the driven formulas and code snippets. 

 

5.1.  Frontend 

Weight gain rate calculator screen (Figure 23) is taken as an example in this report 

to show how the user interface is implemented in the code for each part of the user 

interface in the xml file. The implementation of the UI elements takes place in the 

Activity java files of the relative layout. The implementation of the height and head 

circumference calculator user interfaces and the result UI are similar with the 

weight gain rate calculator screen, there for only weight gain rate calculator UI code 

snippets are shown in this report as an example. 

The user interface elements are dragged in a visual design editor then the lay out 

XML file is written automatically without writing it by hand. In the XML file each 

UI element (Figure 23) is defined using a unique “id”, and specification of the looks 

are also defined which includes colour, its position, width, height, input type, text 

etc (code Snippet 6). 
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Figure 23. Example UI elements on the layout 

 

 

Below is the code snippet for each UI element shown in Figure 23. It is the xml 

layout that defines each UI element’s id, size, colour, position, title, input type etc. 
 
 
    <TextView          // text view for the text at the top 
        android:id="@+id/textView_weight" 
        android:textColor="#A0522D" 
        android:textSize="20sp" 
        android:textStyle="normal|bold|italic" 
        app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toTopOf="parent" /> 

 
    <TextView       //text view for the text current weight 
        android:id="@+id/textView_weightcurrent" 
        android: text="Current Weight" 
        android:textColor="@color/colorAccent" 
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        android:textSize="14sp" 
        app:layout_constraintStart_toStartOf="parent" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/textView_weightbirth" /> 
 
 
    <EditText         // current weight user input field 
        android:id="@+id/editText_currentWight" 
         
        android:hint="kg" 
        android:inputType="numberDecimal" 
        app:layout_constraintStart_toEndOf="@+id/textView_weightcurrent" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/editText_BirthWight" /> 
 
    <EditText   //birth weight user input field 
        android:id="@+id/editText_BirthWight" 
        android:hint="kg" 
        android:inputType="numberDecimal" 
        android:textColor="@color/colorAccent" 
        app:layout_constraintStart_toEndOf="@+id/textView_weightbirth" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/Radiogroupe_W_gender" /> 
 
    <Button      // calculate button 
        android:id="@+id/calcButton_weight" 
        android:text="Calculate" 
        android:textColor="#A0522D" /> 
 
    <TextView    //birth weight text view 
        android:id="@+id/textView_weightbirth" 
        android:text="Birth Weight" 
        android:textColor="@color/colorAccent" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/textView_weightGender" /> 
 
    <TextView        // Age text view 
        android:id="@+id/textView_weightage" 
        android:text="Age" 
        android:textColor="@color/colorAccent" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/textView_weightcurrent" /> 
 
    <TextView      // Gender text view 
        android:id="@+id/textView_weightGender" 
        android:text="Gender" 
        android:textColor="@color/colorAccent" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/textView_weight" /> 
 
    <RadioGroup   // gender radio group 
        android:id="@+id/Radiogroupe_W_gender" 
        app:layout_constraintStart_toEndOf="@+id/textView_weightGender" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/textView_weight"> 
 
        <RadioButton    // Male radio button 
            android:id="@+id/radioButton_Wmale" 
            android:text="Male" /> 
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        <RadioButton    // female radio button 
            android:id="@+id/radioButton_wfemale" 
            android:text="Female" /> 
 
    </RadioGroup> 
 
    <EditText     // Age input field 
        android:id="@+id/editText_wAge" 
        android:hint="weeks/months" 
        android:inputType="numberDecimal" 
        app:layout_constraintStart_toEndOf="@+id/radiogroup_age" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/editText_currentWight" /> 
 
    <RadioGroup 
        android:id="@+id/radiogroup_age" 
        app:layout_constraintStart_toEndOf="@+id/textView_weightage" 
        app:layout_constraintTop_toBottomOf="@+id/textView_weightcurrent"> 
 
        <RadioButton         // Weeks radio button 
            android:id="@+id/radioButton_weeks_w" 
            android:text="Weeks" /> 
 
        <RadioButton   //months radio button 
            android:id="@+id/radioButton_months_w" 
            android:text="Months" /> 
    </RadioGroup> 
 

Code snippet 6. An Example of the UI elements’ xml file 

 

The UI elements of the layout xml file are declared in Activity java class like shown 

in the code snippet 7.  
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public class WeightActivity extends AppCompatActivity { 
    Button bCalc_w;          //button for calculate 
    EditText etC_w;         //current weight input text editor 
    EditText etB_w;      //birth weight input text editor 
    EditText etAge_w;  //age input text editor 
    RadioGroup rgGender_w;   //radio group for gender 
    RadioButton rbMale_w;  //radio button for gender male 
    RadioButton rbFemale_w;  //radio button for  gender female 
    RadioGroup rgAge_w;     //radio group for age 
    RadioButton rbweeks_w;           //radio button for weeks 
    RadioButton rbmonths_w;      //radio button for months 

Code Snippet 7. Example of declaring UI elements in Activity java file. 

 

For implementing the UI elements of the layout xml file in the “on create” method 

of the Activity java class , first the “Content View” must be set to the specific layout 

and then the UI elements of that layout need to be assigned to the declared variables 

by using “findViewById” and their “id” (Code snippet 8). 

 
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) { 
    super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 
    setContentView(R.layout.activity_weight); 
 
    rgGender_w =  findViewById(R.id.Radiogroupe_W_gender); 
    etB_w = findViewById(R.id.editText_BirthWight); 
    etC_w = findViewById(R.id.editText_currentWight); 
    etAge_w = findViewById(R.id.editText_wAge); 
    rbMale_w =  findViewById(R.id.radioButton_Wmale); 
    rbFemale_w = findViewById(R.id.radioButton_wfemale); 
    bCalc_w = findViewById(R.id.calcButton_weight); 
    rgAge_w = findViewById(R.id.radiogroup_age); 
    rbweeks_w = findViewById(R.id.radioButton_weeks_w); 
    rbmonths_w =  findViewById(R.id.radioButton_months_w); 

Code snippet 8. Example of Implementing UI elements  
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5.2    Backend 

The backend part of the application was implemented through activities and classes. 

These classes and activities are: “weightActivity", “weightChart”, “weightPercen-

tile”, “heightActivity”, “heightChart”, “heightPercentile”, “headActivity” , “head-

Chart”, “headPercentile” and “databaseAccess”  which are used to calculate 

weight-for-age percentiles, height-for-age percentiles, head circumference-for-age 

percentiles and get the world health organization standard values from the database. 

Each activity and class have constructors and methods which will be shown in de-

tail. In order to make weight gain, height increase and head circumference growth 

rate calculations, the following formulas needed to be created and implemented for 

each type of growth calculation. The world health organization standard values of 

the variables in the formula are found in the database. 

For calculating weight-for-age growth rate percentile, we used the following for-

mulas. The world health organization weight-for- age standard percentiles used for 

this calculation are 1%, 3%, 15%, 50%, 85% and 97%. 

 

𝐴𝐺 =  (𝐶𝑊 −  𝑝𝑛)                     (1) 

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊 =  𝑝𝑚 − 𝑝𝑛                      (2) 

𝐺𝑃𝑊 =
(𝐴𝐺)

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊
                          (3) 

 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑤 =  (𝐺𝑃𝑊 ∗ (
(𝑃𝑚𝑡ℎ%−𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%)

100
)) + (

𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%

100
)      (4)   

 

CW = current weight in kilogram user input. 

Pn = the nearest smaller percentile world health organization standard value weight 

in kilogram relative to the given CW in the database. 
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AG = the weight difference between the nearest smaller percentile world health 

organization standard value Pn & the current weight CW. 

Pm = the nearest larger WHO standard value weight in kilogram relative to the 

given CW in the database. 

AGPW == the weight difference between the nearest smaller percentile world 

health organization standard value Pn & the nearest larger WHO standard value 

Pm. 

GPW = the ratio of AG per AGPW. 

Pnth% = the nearest smaller percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age  

Pmth% = the nearest larger percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age  

Percentw = the calculated weight per age percentile 

Weight percentile at birth or at 0 week or at 0 month the following formula is used. 

The world health organization weight per age standard percentiles used for this cal-

culation are 1%, 3%, 15%, 50%, 85% and 97% 

 

𝐴𝐺 =  (𝐵𝑊 −  𝑝𝑛)                    (5) 

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊 =  𝑝𝑚 − 𝑝𝑛                     (6) 

𝐺𝑃𝑊 =
(𝐴𝐺)

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊
                          (7) 

 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑤 =  (𝐺𝑃𝑊 ∗ (
(𝑃𝑚𝑡ℎ%−𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%)

100
)) + (

𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%

100
)      (8) 
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BW = birth weight in kilogram user input. 

Pn = the nearest smaller percentile world health organization standard value weight 

in kilogram relative to the given BW in the database. 

AG = the weight difference between the nearest smaller percentile world health 

organization standard value Pn & the birth weight BW. 

Pm = the nearest larger world health organization standard value weight in kilogram 

relative to the given BW in the database. 

AGPW == the weight difference between the nearest smaller percentile WHO 

standard value Pn & the nearest larger world health organization standard value Pm. 

GPW = the ratio of AG per AGPW. 

Pnth% = the nearest smaller percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age. 

Pmth% = the nearest larger percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age.  

Percentw = the calculated weight per age percentile. 

For calculating height per age growth rate percentile, the following formulas are 

used. The world health organization height per age standard percentiles used for 

this calculation are 1%, 3%, 15%, 50%, 85%97%. 

 

𝐴𝐺 =  (𝐶𝐻 −  𝑝𝑛)        (9) 

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊 =  𝑝𝑚 − 𝑝𝑛        (10) 

𝐺𝑃𝑊 =
(𝐴𝐺)

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊
            (11) 
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 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐻 =  (𝐺𝑃𝑊 ∗ (
(𝑃𝑚𝑡ℎ%−𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%)

100
)) + (

𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%

100
)  (12) 

 

CH = current height in centimetres user input. 

Pn = the nearest smaller percentile world health organization standard value height 

in centimetres relative to the given CH in the database. 

AG = the height difference between the nearest smaller percentile world health or-

ganization standard value Pn & the current height CH. 

Pm = the nearest larger world health organization standard value height in centime-

tres relative to the given CH in the database. 

AGPW == the height difference between the nearest smaller percentile world health 

organization standard value Pn & the nearest larger world health organization 

standard value Pm. 

GPW = the ratio of AG per AGPW. 

Pnth% = the nearest smaller percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age  

Pmth% = the nearest larger percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age  

PercentH = the calculated height per age percentile. 

For calculating height percentile at birth or at 0 week or at 0 month the following 

formula is used. The world health organization height-for-age standard percentiles 

used for this calculation are 1%, 3%, 15%, 50%, 85% and 97%. 

 

𝐴𝐺 =  (𝐵𝐻 −  𝑝𝑛)        (13) 
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𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊 =  𝑝𝑚 − 𝑝𝑛        (14) 

𝐺𝑃𝑊 =
(𝐴𝐺)

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊
            (15) 

 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐻 =  (𝐺𝑃𝑊 ∗ (
(𝑃𝑚𝑡ℎ%−𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%)

100
)) + (

𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%

100
)  (16) 

 

BH = birth height in centimetres user input. 

Pn = the nearest smaller percentile world health organization standard value height 

in centimetres relative to the given BH in the database. 

AG = the height difference between the nearest smaller percentile world health or-

ganization standard value Pn & the birth height BH. 

Pm = the nearest larger world health organization standard value height in centime-

tres relative to the given BH in the database. 

AGPW == the height difference between the nearest smaller percentile world health 

organization standard value Pn & the nearest larger world health organization 

standard value Pm. 

GPW = the ratio of AG per AGPW. 

Pnth% = the nearest smaller percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age. 

Pmth% = the nearest larger percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age. 

PercentH = the calculated height per age percentile. 
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For calculating head circumference-for-age growth rate percentile, the following 

formulas are used. The world health organization head circumference-for-age 

standard percentiles used for this calculation are 1%, 3%, 15%, 50%, 85% and 97%. 

 

𝐴𝐺 =  (𝐶𝐻𝐶 −  𝑝𝑛)        (17) 

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊 =  𝑝𝑚 − 𝑝𝑛        (18) 

𝐺𝑃𝑊 =
(𝐴𝐺)

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊
            (19) 

 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐻𝐶 =  (𝐺𝑃𝑊 ∗ (
(𝑃𝑚𝑡ℎ%−𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%)

100
)) + (

𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%

100
)  (20) 

 

CHC = head circumference in centimetres user input. 

Pn = the nearest smaller percentile world health organization standard value head 

circumference in centimetres relative to the given CHC in the database. 

AG = the height difference between the nearest smaller percentile world health or-

ganization standard value Pn & the current head circumference CHC. 

Pm = the nearest larger world health organization standard value head circumfer-

ence in centimetres relative to the given CHC in the database. 

AGPW = the head circumference difference between the nearest smaller percentile 

world health organization standard value Pn & the nearest larger world health or-

ganization standard value Pm. 

GPW = the ratio of AG per AGPW. 

Pnth% = the nearest smaller percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age. 
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Pmth% = the nearest larger percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age.  

PercentHC = the calculated head circumference per age percentile. 

For calculating head circumference percentile at birth or at 0 week or at 0 month 

the following formula is used. The world health organization head circumference-

for-age standard percentiles used for this calculation are 1%, 3%, 15%, 50%, 85% 

and 97%. 

 

𝐴𝐺 =  (𝐵𝐻𝐶 −  𝑝𝑛)        (21) 

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊 =  𝑝𝑚 − 𝑝𝑛        (22) 

𝐺𝑃𝑊 =
(𝐴𝐺)

𝐴𝐺𝑃𝑊
            (23) 

 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐻𝐶 =  (𝐺𝑃𝑊 ∗ (
(𝑃𝑚𝑡ℎ%−𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%)

100
)) + (

𝑃𝑛𝑡ℎ%

100
)  (24) 

 

BHC = birth head circumference in centimetres user input. 

Pn = the nearest smaller percentile world health organization standard value head 

circumference in centimetres relative to the given BHC in the database. 

AG = the head circumference difference between the nearest smaller percentile 

world health organization standard value Pn & the birth head circumference BHC. 

Pm = the nearest larger world health organization standard value head circumfer-

ence in centimetres relative to the given BHC in the database. 
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AGPW == the head circumference difference between the nearest smaller percen-

tile world health organization standard value Pn & the nearest larger world health 

organization standard value Pm. 

GPW = the ratio of AG per AGPW. 

Pnth% = the nearest smaller percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age relative to the given BHC 

Pmth% = the nearest larger percentile of world health organization growth rate 

standard of a given age. 

PercentHC = the calculated head circumference per age percentile. 

 

The logic part is implemented in the weight gain activity, height increase activity, 

head circumference activity classes. A user fills in gender, birth weight, current 

weight, age in weeks or months and then clicks the “calculate” button to calculate 

the growth rate percentile and displays the result on another layout. Each activity 

uses 2 other classes with similar logic to carry out the implementation. 

In this report, weight gain activity is used as an example to show how the imple-

mentation looks like. Since the logic and codding is similar with all the activities 

and to avoid redundancy, only the implementation for weight gain rate calculation 

code snippets are taken as an example in this report. The methods are explained 

below.  

 

• The “MaleWeightWeeks” method does the calculation for boys’ weight per age 

in weeks growth rate and displays the result on another layout. 

• The “maleWeightMonths” this method does the calculation for boys’ weight 

per age in months growth rate and displays the result on another layout 

• The “femaleweightMonths” method does the calculation for girls’ weight per 

age in months growth rate and displays the result on another layout 
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• The “femaleWeightWeeks” method does the calculation for girls’ weight per 

age in weeks growth rate and displays the result on another layout 

• The “graph” this is the method used to draw a world health organization growth 

chart for boys displaying 3%, 15 %,50%,85% and 97% growth rate percentile 

standard curves. /10/ 

• The “graphGirls” this is the method used to draw a world health organization   

child growth standard chart for girls displaying 3%, 15 %,50%,85% and 97% 

growth rate percentile standard curves. /9/ 

 The code snippet 9 shows  the if statement to check if none of the radio buttons for 

gender is not checked or any of the text input fields is empty or none of the age 

radio buttons are not checked or if there is an empty field which a user must put 

values in and should not be left unfilled. 

 

if((!rbMale_w.isChecked()&&!rbFemale_w.isChecked())||(etB_w.getText().toString().equals(""))||                   
(etC_w.getText().toString().equals(""))||(!rbweeks_w.isChecked()&&!rbmonths_w.isChecked())|| 
(etAge_w.getText().toString().equals(""))) 

{ 
  Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"ENTER ALL FIELDS !!!",Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show(); 

 } 

Code snippet 9. Example of input field validation. 

 

 

Next is the code snippet for an example of calling the methods to calculate boys’ 

growth rate percentile when age is given in weeks or in months. It shows that gender 

“male” radio button and the age radio button “weeks” are checked then the method 

“MaleWeightWeeks” is called. Else if gender “male” radio button and the age radio 

button “months” are checked then the method “maleWeightMonths” is called. 
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else if ((rbMale_w.isChecked() && rbweeks_w.isChecked()))       

 { 
    MaleWeightWeeks();  

} else if((rbMale_w.isChecked()&& rbmonths_w.isChecked()))    

{  

maleWeightMonths();    

   } 

Code snippet 10.  Example of boys’ growth rate calculations. 

 

 

Below is the code snippet example for calling the methods to calculate girls’ growth 

rate percentile when age is given in weeks or in months otherwise shows a pop-up 

error message. If gender “Female” radio button and the age radio button “months” 

are checked then the method “femaleweightMonths” is called. Else if gender “Fe-

male” radio button and the age radio button “weeks” are checked then the method 

“femaleWeightWeeks” is called otherwise pop-up an “Error” message. 
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 if(rbFemale_w.isChecked()&& rbmonths_w.isChecked()){ 
   femaleweightMonths();     
} 

else if (rbFemale_w.isChecked()&&rbweeks_w.isChecked())  

{ 
      femaleWeightWeeks();  
} 

else { 
 
Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext()," ERORR TRY      AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!", 

Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show();  
}      

Code snippet 11. Example of girls’ growth rate calculation methods. 

 
 

Here is the part where an explanation on how the formulas are used for the calcu-

lation and how the logic for the calculation is written in the code takes place. The 

“Femaleweightmonths” method is taken as an example in this report. It does the 

calculation for girls’ weight per age growth rate percentile when age is given in 

months and compares the result with world health organization child growth rate 

standard chart by showing the result on the chart. 

In the java code “switch” is used to make the calculation using the “age” as param-

eter and the cases are the number of months/weeks given. For example, if the age 

is 0 month the application will start making the calculation at case “0”, then finds 

the given current weight in the world health organization standard table using if else 

statement. Then compares it with the standard growth rate percentile values of 

p1(1%), p3(3%), p15(15%), p50(50%), p85(85%) and p97(97%). 
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switch (Age_month) // using age as a parameter 

 { 
    case "0":                  // when age is 0 month 
        if (CW <= p1)        //if current weight given is less than 1% 

      { 
            setContentView(R.layout.activity_result);    // display the result in a result layout 

            TextView tv = findViewById(R.id.result_h); 
            tv.setText(" growth rate is : 0 %"  
            GraphView g = findViewById(R.id.graph);    //plot line graph for the result 

          LineGraphSeries<DataPoint> series4 = new LineGraphSeries<>(new DataPoint[] { 
                    new DataPoint(Age_m, CW)});           // x and y data points for the graph 
            g.addSeries(series4);                              //add the datapoints 
            series4.setColor(Color.BLACK);            // set the color to black 
            series4.setDrawDataPoints(true);     // datapoints are shown in the graph 
            series4.setTitle(String.valueOf(rate.format(Percentw)));        // set the result as title  
            graphGirls();                // a method for girls’ WHO standard chart.   

            } 

Code snippet 12. Example of using age as parameter. 

 

 

Below is the code snippet that shows what happens if the given current weight is 

less than or greater than 1% and less than 3% as an example. If it is less than 1%, 

then automatically the growth rate will be 0% without the need of using the formula 

or else the formula will be applied to calculate the growth rate percentile.  
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String p1st = WeightPercentile.getGwm1p(Age_week);   

// the getGwm1p method in the WeightPercentile class is used to get 1% 

String p3rd = WeightPercentile.getGwm3p(Age_week); 

// thegetgetGwm3p method in the WeightPercentile  class is used to get 3% 
  p1 = Double.parseDouble(p1st); 

// the string value of 1st % weight in kg is changed to double type 

p3 = Double.parseDouble(p3rd);                   

//changes the string value of 3% weight in kg to double type           
 if (CW >p1 &&CW <= p3)      //if current weight is greater than 1% and less than 3% 

            {                                  

                 AG = (CW - p1);       // the difference between current value and  1% value 
                  AGPW = p3-p1;        //the  difference between 3% value  and 1% value 
                   GPW = (AG) / AGPW;     // take ratio 
                    Percentw = (GPW * 0.02) +0.01;    // the  calculated  growth rate result 
                     setContentView(R.layout.activity_result);   // the result displaying layout 
                     TextView tv = findViewById(R.id.result_h);   //the result in  text 
                       tv.setText(" growth rate is : " + String.valueOf(rate.format(Percentw)));  

                    } 

Code snippet 13. Example of implementation of the formula 

 

 

After the calculation, it displays the result in the form of a text and graph, then 

compares the result on the standard chart using the “age” and the “current weight” 

as x and y data points in the chart.   
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            setContentView(R.layout.activity_result);    // display the result in a different layout 
            GraphView g = findViewById(R.id.graph);    //plot line graph for the result 

          LineGraphSeries<DataPoint> series4 = new LineGraphSeries<>(new DataPoint[] { 
                    new DataPoint(Age_m, CW)});           //  set age x-axis and  cw y-axis  
            g.addSeries(series4);                              //add the datapoints 
            series4.setColor(Color.BLACK);            // set the color to black 
            series4.setDrawDataPoints(true);       // datapoints are shown in the graph 
            series4.setTitle(String.valueOf(rate.format(Percentw)));        // set the result as title  
            graphGirls();                // a method for girls’ WHO standard chart is called.   

            } 

Code snippet 14. Example of plotting the result on a graph. 

 

 

The case continues until 12 months using the same logic and it’s also applicable for 

the age given in weeks, only the variables and the table names in the query of the 

database class is changing according to which table the standard value is fetched. 

World health organization standards are available only for up to 13 weeks age given 

in weeks and 12 months for age in months. The logic and the codes are similar for 

all the methods that are used to calculate weight gain rate, height increase rate and 

head circumference increase rate. It an example of the implementation of queries 

used to get the standard values for the 1%, 3%,15%,50%,85% and 97% from the 

world health organization standard table in the database which is used in the for-

mula for the calculation. 
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//this is   the method to get the value of 1 percentile at a given age  

public String getGwm1p(String age)  

{  
 c=db.rawQuery("select P1st from Girlsweightmonths where Age = '"+age+"'",new String[]{});         
//it will query the 1 percentile from the table Girlsweightmonths where age is     equal to the given 
//input age 

StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer();   // create string objects 
while (c.moveToNext())                             // move the cursor to the next row 

{ 
String wage = c.getString(0);  
buffer.append(""+wage);  
} 
return buffer.toString(); //return the result as string  
} 

Code snippet 15. Example of WHO standard percentiles implementation.  

 

 

The next part of the code snippet from the “WeghtChart” class shows a method 

which is used to get the datapoints for the 3% girls weight gain per month curve on 

the world health organization child growth standard chart. For the chart’s datapoints 

of 'x' and 'y' axis, columns Age and p3rd (the value of 3% growth rate percentile) 

are used to get the values from the Standard table “girlsweightmonths “in the data-

base. The logic of the coding is also similar for getting the datapoints of 

1%,15%,50%,85% and 97%. Standard chart curves. 
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protected   DataPoint[] getDatawmg3p() 

{ 
    String[] columns = {"Age", "P3rd"}; // column names Age and P3rd 
    c = db.query("Girlsweightmonths", columns, null, null, null,null,null,null);   

//create a new temporary table with columns Age and P3rd table Girlsweightmonths"  

    DataPoint[] dp = new DataPoint[c.getCount()]; // get the datapoints from the new table 
    for(int i = 0;i<c.getCount(); i++){ 
     c.moveToNext(); 
     dp[i]=new DataPoint(c.getInt(0), c.getDouble(1)); 
    } 
    return dp; // return the datapoint 
}; 

Code snippet 16. Example of the implementation datapoints for WHO charts. 

 

 

world health organization child growth rate charts are implemented using different 

methods for each category of the calculation. There are 6 different standard charts. 

These charts are Child growth standard chart from birth to two years weight-per- 

age percentile for boys, weight-per-age percentile chart for girls, height-per-age 

percentile chart for boys, height-per-age percentile chart for girls, head circumfer-

ence per age percentile chart for boys and head circumference percentile chart for 

girls. For this report, only one method’s code snippet is shown just to explain the 

implementation. This method is used to draw the world health organization growth 

chart for girls displaying 3%, growth rate standard percentile curve on the chart. 

The code snippet below shows how the 3% curve on the chart is implemented. It 

uses the methods in the WeightChart class to access it’s datapoints from the stand-

ard values stored in the database tables. 

The code shows how to draw line graph for 3 percent growth rate. It also shows 

how to get the datapoints from world health organization standard weight-for-age 

values from the database. The method  getDatawmg3p() in the WeightChart class 

gets the id of the graph in a view, adds the datapoints series to the line graph, sets 
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the line graph title, set the line graph color to red, sets legend visibility  true,  legend 

at the bottom, sets the x axis minimum value 0, sets x axis maximum value 15,sets 

y axis minimum value 0,sets y axis maximum value to 12,sets chart title, allows the  

axis bound to be set manually, allows the x axis bound to be set manually, allows 

grid label, sets x axis  title and sets y axis title. 

 

 
public void graphGirls() 

{ 
    GraphView graph = (GraphView) findViewById(R.id.graph); 
    LineGraphSeries<DataPoint> series = new LineGraphSeries<>(databaseAccess.getDatawmg3p()); 
    graph.addSeries(series); 
   series.setTitle("3%"); 
   series.setColor(Color.RED); 
   graph.getLegendRenderer().setVisible(true); 
   graph.getLegendRenderer().setAlign(LegendRenderer.LegendAlign.BOTTOM); 
   graph.getViewport().setMinX(0); 

   graph.getViewport().setMaxX(15); 
   graph.getViewport().setMinY(0); 
   graph.getViewport().setMaxY(15); 
   graph.setTitle("WHO weight_for_age percentiles for Girls "); 
   graph.getViewport().setYAxisBoundsManual(true); 

   graph.getViewport().setXAxisBoundsManual(true); 
   GridLabelRenderer gridLabel = graph.getGridLabelRenderer(); 
   gridLabel.setHorizontalAxisTitle("Age(months)"); 
   gridLabel.setVerticalAxisTitle("Weight(kg)"); 
} 

Code snippet 17. Example of plotting WHO standard chart. 
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6. TESTING 

Testing has graphical user interface part and functional part of the application. 

Mainly android emulator virtual devices and real android mobile phone devices are 

used to test and monitor the app. Huawei honor 7 light with android version 7 and 

Nokia TA-1032 with android version 8.1 devices  and also, virtual devices nexus 4 

API 27 target Android 8, nexus one API 22 target android 5.1, Nexus S API  28 

target Android 9.0 and Nexus 6 API  24 target Android 7.0 virtual devices are used 

for Testing the graphical user interface, the performance and reliability of the app. 

World health organization growth rate standard percentile tables of weight per age, 

height per age and head circumference per age for boys and girls separately were 

used to test the application calculation and the result was compared with the values 

in the world health organization standard percentiles tables and charts. The tables 

are found in the Appendices part of this project. 
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7. SUMMARY 

Infant Growth Calculator is a simple and user-friendly child growth rate calculator. 

It is an android mobile application which calculates the growth rate of infant babies 

aged from birth up to one year using world health organization (WHO) standards. 

It is Intended to help parents with infant babies who usually worry wondering how 

well the baby is growing. This application will help parents to calculate their infant 

baby’s growth rate instantly using their mobile phones so that they don’t have to 

wait to their child’s health care unite appointment to see where their baby’s growth 

rate lies on the world health organization (WHO) child growth rate standard curves. 

It calculates weight per age, height per age and head circumference per age growth 

rate percentiles for babies based on weight-for-age, height-for-age and head cir-

cumference-for-age child growth rate percentile tables of the world health organi-

zation’s standards. /1/ 

The tables are stored in the database using internal storage. They are used to gener-

ate the application’s calculation formula and to draw charts for world health organ-

ization standard percentiles and the calculation result.  

The calculator receives birth weight, current weight, birth height, current height, 

birth head circumference, current head circumference, gender and age from the user 

and calculates the percentile growth rate. Each selected calculation has its own 

screen with user input information of gender, birth weight/height/head circumfer-

ence, current weight/height/head circumference and age. The application uses the 

formula created for the calculation by putting the user input values and WHO stand-

ard values from the database. 

The result displays a text showing how much the calculated growth rate percentile 

is and draws the result on the WHO growth rate standard chart to show where the 

growth rate lies in the standard curves for comparison.  
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

The project was implemented well so that the goals are achieved as it calculates the 

growth rate percentiles for weight, height, and head circumferences from birth up 

to 12 months and the results are shown in the accurate place on the WHO standard 

charts.  

The calculation has some deviation of 0.5% to 2.5 % from the WHO standard table 

of some values between the standard percentiles used for the calculation, but this 

doesn’t affect the overall growth rate percentile result on the standard chart as it is 

a very small deviation. The cause for this deviation is that only the growth chart 

percentile values of (3%,15%,50%,85% &97%) are stored in the data base  from 

the standard tables for the calculation .There for, the deviation can be corrected by 

using all the percentile values of the standard tables in the calculation. 

The most challenging part of this project was generating the formulas for the cal-

culations. The solutions were found by carefully studying the standard values of the 

WHO child growth rate percentile tables, how the values change from one percen-

tile to the other and taking the ratio of the difference. Improvements can be made 

on the formula itself by providing easily understandable and meaningful variable 

names. This app can be improved in the future by adding additional functionalities. 

Some of the future works are listed below.  

➢ The application can be improved to make the calculation for infant babies age 

up to 2 years. 

➢ It can be improved to store user input data in the database and show the child’s 

growth curve on the WHO standard chart.  

➢ It can include a registration form so that users can use the app for 2 or more 

children. 

➢ It can include body mass index (BMI) for age calculation. 
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Table 2. Weight-for-age WHO growth standards for boys. 
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Table 3. Weight-for-age WHO growth standards for girls. 
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Table 4. Head circumference-for-age WHO growth standards for boys. 
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Table 5. Head circumference-for-age WHO growth standards for girls 
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Table 6. Height-for-age WHO growth standards for boys 
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Table 7. Height-for-age WHO growth standards for girls 
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